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NOTES FROM THE EDITORS

This issue of INVESTIGATIONS IN'SCIENCE EDUCATION. contains a cluster

of articles focused on teacher education and a-single Study. The single:

study relates, to a topic that ehouldbe7of interest to teache

of questions used in high school biology textboOks

teacher education Cluster are found seWithin- the

the styles
.

written by the same authOr(s). The first three articles appear to

resulted,from a single researcti"efforeinvolving different subpopulatio

of the'science education coibmdnity. No doubt in order

tions imposed by vario

reported their finding

to meet space

professional journals, the investigators have

in fferent articl6s,,,ellch" concentrating on data

.related to a subpopglation. Two. of the reports

issue' of a journal,-Science Education, and have

appeared in the same

been analyzed by one

reviewer., The third article, ippdaring n Jouinal of Research in Science

it
Teaching, has been analyzed by a different reviewer, The two reviewers".

have slightly different perspedll// tives concerning the. articles but thdy alsor

share common concerns.

In addition to the first three-articles about necessary teaching skills,

there is a related article. It is related in thatIt focueed.on competencies

(for "competencieg," substitut9."teaChing skills"): The respondents inyolVed

in thli research stiny wdre.drawn from within a single tate,r5cher than

from nembership.in.profe sional groups that cut acrosiltate lines.

There, is.anether'clusten- within -a- cluster in the next several articles.

These ehare,1 common concern:

(LetLazarOwitz).

inquiry teaching as well Is'invesfigators'nuthors

o of the articles, on teachers attitudes and Inquiry,



,

have been treated Yn a single review. One of these articles relates'prima-

tdinstrument developmnt and the other,,to reportidg.on attitude change

Ameasured with the instrument which was developed. Third article also

2
focuses on, inquiry teaching strategies

-

but the educational group involvel.

c
in the study was that of.preseopice elementary education students rather

than'inserviae"Acondary school. °dente teachhrs. Sas reported ir :-.Jhe at

change articleY. ,----"'`N\ -4
.

,
AP ----

-TheA-wo remaining articles in the teacher education ;cluster elate t

- teacher behaviors.' One of these, 1357 'Cotten Aral., investigated :le use II,

-'
.4.-

an inquiry/process skills package. The other, by Tamir and Zoor, rep_77-t-

curriculum prOject.

on the formative eval tion of a large-scale implementation f"an

Patricia E, Blosser
Editor

Robert L. Steiner
fAssoaate 54itor

MK,

4
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Chiappetta, Eugene L. an Alfred T. Collette. "Secondary Scien_
Teacher, S is Iden:ified by Science Supervisors." Scdencc
Education, (1): 0: -71, 1978;

Descr....? rs =- rational Research; *Performance Bas:

TePcher Educat: Science Educa:-__Dn. *Science Teacher

Se 'wary *Secondary Sciencg;

S. - revs;- Teach-7 :ucation

1pcparro*d A6.1,_::ract and ina_-sl ?repared I.S.E. by

Geral H. -: kover, PurC1-_p_

t
ThE :...:rp0A cf ChiaPpetta a:1,: Collette's study was:"to use the pt.7-:ep-

..._.
-

.

tio of fence supervisor determine those competencies that all
- ,

sec---_=ar 4thool-scienCe tE rs should possess" (p. 67). Once zilese

com.r:en..::ss were identifii :.ey. could :hen be' used as part of e-__Iher

a c7.1.ser .,.-_,or inservicerogram for secondary science teachers

Rat==a-e
v.

The authors. have attemptec cD identify initial competencies for use in

teacher eduetion program: for secondar- science teachers. They used

the perceptions of science supervisors for four reasons:

(1)! cience supervisors have a close association with secyndary
ieneteaching.
i

(2) 'Th -are instrumental in selecting scerice programs anc
mace ials.

-(3) ScienCe supervisors observe science teachers in a variety
of situations.

(4) They are often consulted in the hir-mg and firing of
sEieilce teachers (p, 67).

1

;Research Design4and Procedure

017 r
lhree stratified-samples of 100 members from the National Science

Supervisors'Association (N> 600) weie.selected to pditici ate in the

f
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( .------.____/' i

reseirchsde Each sample included a random sanple.of 3 state science
.

supeivisors plus a random sample of 72 ot65:mgmber.1... -ost of the

state supervisors, in the 50 states were invited to take par,t in :he"
. . , J

Y
project. ch sample participated in only-64N t-e :hree'parts

.

of the study.
' . '

The procedures in. this study were 103 rowed in r:-.17t f--7srm the 'Delphi

Method.% The?F 4eviated from the ."or ginal Delphi" 27 providing feeL-

backto different samples of the same _population, ra'her than th

same , The modificftions were utilized/ f^ increase .'

generalizability, of the Apdings.to the-target poptIaziCn;:prevent
the Iosd-of respondents over rounds, aliV

rr
eliminate possibility,

of'manipulatingConsensus (p: The author..1,=LL,1 :hese M6d14-

cations to help improve the reliability and validity of the. results.
.,-, a

. . .

Ille.rqsearch was accomPliShed using athreg-round procedure, In
. . i

round o e co'petency statements were generated.b- parz:_oipants

.'.In thesecond round the parzicipantSyelected-le-7els on the Taxono=

'of gnitive Obj ctives that they .fe;F each ecompt-enc statement
t

should specify, the thir' 'round the .participan- 4L4orde-

V!e:compgtentij in terms Lf. ..por=arl e (p. 68) . I
\,,

1,......-

1

,

a

After -round one, a panel og five judges grouped the responses into

categpriei% "cognitive competencies, 2) affective compe-
.

tencies, ant(3) pe 'iity characteriStits. The cognizive,eompe-

tenciAs

//

were the fo us of the remainder of the' study. After round

two, One sample X2 /tests were used to determine the taxonomic levels
s-- "N

consistentlychosen'bY the respondents terepresent the skills, In

round, three the science supervisors ranked the cogniXive competencies

in order of their Perceived Lthportance.
4,

Rank .order was deterlined by the suml.of ranks assi ned to each
0

colii>tency. The4Kenda171Tcoefficient of concordant (0 was computed.

to determine ,.the degree of consistency of-thp .rankingOf-competekicies
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Findings

Alf

I

AfAround cre. - 4.competencies (skills, knowledge, and attitudes)

were receive:. -.=, 45 science supervisors. -Then a panel.of Five
,

lir
judges (ttio _t_--.Ienze education professorp, a science.supervisor, a

....,_

supervisor ot secondary science tearhers,*d - ft

&cience teacher) 40.

,.,

s

grouped. the respcnses into the three categories previously mentioned.

Eighteen cognitive com etendies (34 competency statements) Tigre the

focus for tht remainie of the stuciv.
,4

,
.

1

Inround two. 57 sc ence supervisorl responded and identified a

level on the Taxonom of.tognitiVe Objdqives at which secondary
A

science tea i7ers should bf. able to demonstrate a given skill .(compete

rtency staten2r_t). .The frequedcyoresponseyfor each of -the '34

`k-scompetency statements across-six taxonomic leAlts wereAk.Aalyzed

usfRg ne-semnie X2 tests. : Thirty-c7ne'competency statements showed

signiffanc; < 0.05) in the analyses, while three did not. Thus,-

ethree c et., ;tatements were eliminated and the number of cogni-,
. -

:ive comp, 7_,es was reduced, fro 50 15.

,....0..
..%

---, .

The round three supervisors
\
ranked ike.15'cognitive competenciest- .

±n order)f importande. Rank order was determined by 'the, sums of
-1.--

ranIkg-assiged to each competency.- The Rend 11 coefficient of

concordanCe (w) was 0.29:(p<0.001) fvN the rig:king.
\,,

.

The. first eight ranked competenc

,necessary for'science teachers..

1.

s appear _do. be importanr and

y are:

formulates instruction that)emphasizes the inquiry -and.
process approach to teaching 'science, .

plans and.. organizes apipropriate instruction,

4)rovidesvfor individual differences,

emplOs a variety of instructional strategies
techniques, G.

tevaluates student progreSs and success,'-

demonstrates effective management o4 tbe.scii ce
_laboratory,.

./

.ri

k. Y

J.

r

er
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7)

, .

8)

iiterprets tifo laSidlology of

401.etice instruction, -

41^urriCulym.-organiZes ,afrelevant science

4ng as it _relates to'
. 1

N./
Intetaretations ss. I 4 s ---;",.f

: ) * ,e,

./----7---,,,
The:eight comp tehcies previouSly stated ap ar to be important sod'

4. i .ta c

,c

necessary..fo Ailpice teacherkbqbese competencielk rpresent'a core_
.

'ot.essential skills that should be the fo6us of ihservice an re-
,

eerviCissdiende teace'l'!training. Thuthors aisa'state that its

would be Significant if the. professi" Could fac litate.the achieVe-

ment,oljthe'eight competencies by a majoritypf econdaFyscience
,i.

.

teachers. \

4 ,

-9

ChIappikta and Collette's study prpv esan excellent fduilation for-

uture research and discussiob with. egard to ,the pentLficatiOn T,7--

eachefattributes related-to effective teaching. Hd+ler, one ques-
4 u V

,tions whether science suprisors are the most competent to IdentiO,
. . . .

.

the'skills needed-by the secondary science teachtr,. 'Furthermore, ,.-
, e ,

As a sampling oflmembers of the S-iibnal'Science Supervisors Also- -

._ .

. , ,
. .

ciati.ou a random simple? ,The espouse rate"of usablreturns from
4b-

. _ale ecience.-SupervisorS for the three rounds was'only45 percent, .
. *

57 percept,. and,55 p cat respectively with over 90 perceht,of thd ,

G,..

respondents.keing ales.Also .one' can infer fraffthe:dacp presented
,.', 1 . 1 I

..._ I 1

that over 50 had not, qught science, after
, .

1971. . .

N.

,..." 0 1 ,, (...

'While...the modified Delphi pethod was 'aed to -improve the 'validity,
..

I .

and reliability of the "results, the results di) not seem to support
..

this. Furthermor its I.. diSturbing to note that, hile.the.''judges"
, A

') .. * I I

grouped the responses into three categoric's 1) cognitive, competencies,
.,, ,.

2) affetctive compttencieg,.and 3) personality characteristiCO3:the s'
N.

..' '-. ,

authori choSe to ignore two of the three categories and only ifbcuSeVi .8

v 14 \6 .,:',,- , ,e" '.
t

.AB,STRACTOR S. YSIS

,
0... 00,

),
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. t. ha..re an equerprOb ity of Selectiori (p;49). Taxonomic gliiesSifi-

-!
n

'..

- cation indicates that this assumptio.IS not valid and°=that nearly
. -,. .

80 Percent
.
the native selectiOn -is in.-the bottom three.levels...

,
. .

A

U In gnitive campete:Cieserel:ne;::ing t'.-1:iiLirdS of the,cate-

i-

ories andsapptoximately 30044tatements; Their reaSonsefor ignoring
,

,

affeFtive:Comp etenCiesand personatity ctaractpristitsare.glatingly
-' -7''

,.' weak apd distract frdth the us dlness'and'CredeinCA:of*the 4tudy .: ----x

. . .
- .7. t.,

)
, l., . ,

Aven-concktating in the cognitivecompetencies and -Utilizingthe-
. -IL

Taxonomy of CognitNeObjectives, the authors thade-AnIddrtionalde .

Iflasaulption."'The author* assumed that the six 'taxandmic levels,

y

A A

Kendal7,/c3ie ficient of( concordance (w) was 0,29.; (p whillch-

....,
-

"'suggests atathet low,degtee of. consistenc7,mo4g.the
,
rank!ing of,the

- ,-.
.

.15 campetencies, 6:.69) FUrthermore, the author's-stfe that the. A,.,::,.

1p firs,t
,

eight competencies appear ,to be importa9t-aA2d necessary for'

science teachers
a
(p. 70* They base 06ediViding lilire ecadseof,

- - / . ....\ /
a "gap" dif.50 points be*e4n competencieseight'and nine. '_If one./... .;-

. ,

.....---

. .

examines tht data. table,.chher "gjps" can also be detected such as f*
,

a 27 - point "gap"'beyeenAcallpetenciez-two '4nd. thr,,,ee4/,'ahn.d 11.5-noinV

illio'

,
-------. ;

1...

"gap""betwe4n 'amnetencies four and five. The authors hOe.aile ---- .
.

..-1
_to. identify wh,tCh.-competencies reallywpq the 'moat important. Are .

-there reflly'eigilt or ,lust tWa.at lifteen'ot-nonei '

#
-

, fr i .

. . . ,--..--;* . -
. ... .. . .: 4'.

i

elf one examinesilhe first two ,ompetenciesiihich".3reieparated by
. . .

.

L-----
one point the' -are:-are: 1).formulates instruction that emph&rizeathe.

. _

'
inquiry and process approach to teaching science,' and 2) plans and

organizes appropriate instruction. bne wonders if, these are truly
r"

.1

"cognitive" competencies adelineated-by the TaxonomyipofCognitiVe

Objectives. If 'these are cognitive- competencies;. .what did

'or

1",

01

- .

af e and 'personality c cies lookliike? . It is debatable'`

that Phese.0 un to one-half of the competencies listed.are really

. 'cognitive" 'ones.

t
A

A (' . A
' Future studies sboula--focus upon the identification of secondary,
science teacher, utilizing all three doM ins of learning-1

,
-

(cognitiVe, affective, and psychomotor).. Furt ermore, researchers
.......

1/l'41 `11
t

"1

el
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intipt ,be. careetr1 not Cto
,4

. I .

Ati

teucture their studies so 7thatAtioh.of the

si/eftirdata is disci...deli

oreg4 Shoufklitilize

ektcdara 'cofleeted.

4_4

,In addition, studies:involving. rank

more sophisticated' research piocedur,q.ar,

.

t)



-/Chiappetta, Eugene' L., and Alfred T. Collette. "Secondary Science
Teacher Skt11s. tOentifikcsib! SecoOarTScience,TeacherS.°
Sci ce Education, '62(1). .73-78, 1978:- e.

escriptors-7*Edutational Research; .*Performance ased
eacher EdUcation;- Science Education; *Science chers;

edendary Edu&Ltibn,; *Secondary School Science; *Skills;
Teacher Education

Expanded.'ithStract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E.
Gerald H. Krockover ',Purdue. University..

f

Purpose

The'purpose of Chiappetta and, Collettela.study?was "to solicit the'

'peideptiona'of'secOndary 4.'chOol science teachers to detertine those

competencies that all secondary school science teachers should

posseas" (p. 73). -It was hoped that; once the competencies were

ident1fied, they couldtte Used as part of the secondary science

:teacher education program.

The authors have, attempted to identify the needed science teacher

skills as pereeived by practicing secondary science teachers, The

authors recognize that different groups (science superviSors, science

educators, science teachers, science students, etc.) p&ace 'different

priorities on the desirable attributes of science teachers,

Research Design and Procedure

...'- lc%
Three,rando m samples of 100 secondary science teaeers-'from New York

. ..-

SWe who teach ih grades 7-12 were invited to participate in the
.

stud . Each sample was Involved in 'only one of the-three parts of

th study.



The procedures utilized a modified Delphi method and the'research was

accomplished USini.a.three-round proCedure. In the first comrle-

tency statements were generated by participants. In the second round.,

the patticipants.Selected levels on theTaxonoMY. of Cognitive Obdec-

tii.reOfJat which they felt each competency statement should be speci;,-

fied. Jn the third rOuhd, /the participants rank- ordered` theme}
-

comtencies in-terms of importance.//'
tf

After round one ill* judges.(two science edueatiOn professors, a

science supervisor, a supervisor of secondary science teschers,

a science

cognitive

and

teacher).74rouped the responses. into three. categories: 1)

competendies,-2) affective competencies, and-3) personality
J.characteristics, ,After round two, one-sample X tests were used to

determine the taxonOmic'leyels consistently chosen by the. respondents

to.represent the skills. In round three, the science teachers ranked

.the cognitive competencies in order of their perceived importance.'

The Kendall coefficient of concordance was computed to determine the
,?1

degree of consistency in the ranking of the competencies,

Findings

After round one; 370 competencies were received from 48 secondary
.

science teachers. The panel of judges grouped the responses' into

the three.categories previously mentioned. Fifteen cognitive compe-'

tencies (34 competency statements) were the foCus lot-the remainder

of the study.

In round two, 52 science teachers responded and identified a leVel'

on the Taxonomy of Cognitive Objectives at which secondary science

teachers should be able tp demonstrate a given. skill (competency

statement). One-sample X
2
tests were used to determine the takonotic

levels consistently chosen by the teachers to represent the, skills.
--

Skills or competenCy statements with associated X
2
values significant

at -p< 0.05 were written at the specified levels. Thirty. competency

statements showed significance in the analyses, while four did not.'

10
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4

.
In round: three, 544,articiimnts ranked the 15.cognitive'competencies.

in order, of importance. The Kendall coefficient of concordance was

'computed to. determine the'deiree of consistentyin the ranking of

the .competencies and.a concordance value of .026 (p< 0.001.) was

.obtained.

,
Competencies ranked numbers one, two-, and three appear to be most

,

importantto the secondary science teachers. Theyplace human rela-

,tions first, inquiry teaching second, and.employing a variety of.

instructional techniques third. Competencies numbered 4-12 appear

to occupy a moderate degree of importance for secondary science..:

teachers. The areas related to these coMpetences are the psychologs)!

of learning,'organizing Instruction, the laboratory, evaluating

achievement, science and society, a general education, classroom

unications, and classroom discipline. Those Competencies ranked

13-15 seem to'have the least importance. The science teachers appar-
,

ently see little need for improving teacheis' background in the

sciences. At the "bottom" of the list of priorities is the area

of professional growth and professionalism.

'Interpretations

Three of 15 competencies, accotdingto,the authors,, appear to be .most

'important-to science teachers. The authOrPalSoexpressed surprise

that science teachers rank hdman, relations first, and professionalism

last. The,authors alsoppeculate'that what is taking place In

secondary science classrooms is psychologically stressful for "students
,. ,

anoll'teachers. They also state that ''science classtooms, in general,

Probably lack'an environment which promotes_science'ap a huMan

,endeavor" (p.-76). They'conclude that 'science educators will have

,tq improve science teacbees' attitudes toward becoting more active

frofessionally before secondary science teacher skills tan be aigni-

'ficantly,nfluenced."

0,
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ABF-RACTOR'S ANALYSIS

Many of the criticisms cIrected at ChiaPpetta.and.Collette's science

supervisor study also hold for thia study. This study asks more

questions than it answers and the authors seem .urprised by the

results. The response rate of returns from the sample for the

three rounds is similar to that for the supervisors study (48 percent,

50 percent, and 54 percent respectively) . Also over 80:peent Of.the

respondents were maleand all were from NewiyorkState. IsNew York
riats

a typical state? . The authors define second ark science teaching as_

grades 7-12. While pany other states define secondary science teaching

at! grades 9- 12'and junior high/middle school as, grades 5-8. rDid the

authors lose something in trying to cover grades 7 -12 rather than:912?.

Were all grades equally represented in the sample? The authors failed.

to report this.--
,

.

. ,

The validity and reliability of the Modified Delphi method is just as

questionable as in thesupervisor study along with the authors', use Of

categories and limitation to cognitive .competencieg. In this study-

theauthorsalso 'assumed that the six taxonomical levels have an equal

probability of selection.' The Kendall coefficient of concordance (w)
1

was,0.26 (p < 0.001) which is'even lower than the value reported-in -the

science supervisor study.

The grouping of competencies is also as questionable as in the super-
-,t.

Visor study. There.is a "gap" of 46 -oints between the.two "top"

Ookpetencies and yet the ,authors grout theM together. However there

'.is "only a 51 -point gap between competencieS 2 and 3." Again. the

-authors-have failed to identify which competencies are really the

most important.

As in their previOus study, the authors call these competencies

"cognitive." How can "providing for a humanly supportive learning

environment" (competency 1) be :laSsed as cognitive? Ate the compe-

tencies identified by either of these studies really zognitive?

12
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The.anEhors Oere sUrpriised that theNeconda science teacher ranks

huian relationg a solid fa7st..aS opposed to science supervisors who

rank imptiry and process anproach.to teaching Science as number nne..
,-

This indicates the Alueg held by each group,

Eve/hough, hese two stud s have raised more questiL than they

baye answered, they are aluable aaditions,to the science education
. .

literature reservoir. y should.serve to colitiNe to promote and

provoke science,educat on persons from all facets of echicational

levels to conVnue to try to answer several questions: "What should

be taught to the pre ervie.and ingervice scitnee teacher " "What

competencies are.of value;to the secondary Scenceteacher and can

they be identeied?". 4 daional support should'be given for further

studfes that will attempt to delineate thOse'skills thal are viewed.

as basic competencies for the secondary s ?ience teacher..' We have
4 ;

not yet developed an adequate ranking of skills or competencies
1

needed.by secondary science-teachers, 'but it's a beginning.
.,
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Purpose

The primary purpose of the study was to improvempon prevus attests

to4sientify specific skills necessary for teabling science 41 the

OeCondary school. The investigators note the lack.o&esearch which
)

clearly Ident,ifices skills essential for science teachers at least

skills where there is` general agreement among science educators. They

set out to establish S4 a listing by exploring a reliable method

and a valid population for identification of such a set f competen-
*

cies. The investigators suggest that such a set of Com etencies or-

skills will provids:"direction for experiMental research and for

science teacher training." Hence it.can be stated tha apurpOse of
.

the investigation was the establishment researc bade which might

influence collegiate trograms designed to prepare sc ente teachers.

Rationale

.Specification of knowledge and activities "necessary to teaching" is>

purported to be central to teacher training. The authors report

that statements identifying objectives, competencies, and

*skills have been developed by teacher educators. Few-question the

value of such statements; however, there is often controversy-coneern7

Aug their validity. The aUthorsState that the controversy arises

concerning tne studies from which such statements of goa2S, objec*

tives, competenciA, or skills are concluded.
lea

14
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SeVeral references are cited (includikbage, RoSenshine,

Evans, and Blosser) which suggest a 1'ck of direction, to teacher

Cators4or their prepaiatory programst the lack of,sys.tematic and

generalizable studies, and.the poor quality of many'of,the research

reports concerned with scifnce teacher educat.on.
C

41

' 0
O

e
..

Research Design d Procedures
(

t(

./-- , .-,4I 1-

Vearly hale of the membership of the Nati al Aasociationfor

Research inrScience Teaching,(RARST)- waa r.T1d4ly 41ecteL One-
,

third (or 100) of the'isample was randomly assigned to each of three
I.

..,

.'groups for involvement in one of .three' phases of the study.

6P

A modified Delphi `technique wasf-Used'for analyzing theviata; different

samples of the same population,(three groups of 100 NARST members) pro-
s

vided feedbackpeparately at different times and stages in the study;

Such a modification purportedly increased the generalizability-of the

.7 results to 'science- educators_, prevented the loss of respondents over

time, an elimi:!the possibility of Manipulating consensus,

In a firs round of th (Investigation competency stateMents were
- -

generated by the first sa e of NARST members; in the second round

the second sample of NARST embers was.asked to select levels at which

teachers should be able to monstrate a'nyen skill; in the third

round a third sample of NARST members. was asked to rank-prderthe

coMpetencIPs in terms of importance. The perceptions of the three

samples of NARST members were considered the independent. variables

with the products generated at each round al endent variables.

During round one the randomly selected sample was asked to identify

competencies (skills, knowledge, and attitudes) that all science

teachers at the secondary school level should possess. Sixty-one

A persons responded_ with 432 statements.- Fivejudges were selected

sorting the responses into common categories; cognitive, affec-

tive, and personality were the categories selected. Thirty-nine of

'the qtatements were assigned to the cognitive category and later

15
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jgrouaed into_17 cognitive competencies::, Each) these 17 _titleswas:
.

use :o orgoinir tgeNdoMPetenCy statements orindicators T.'ich*
.

seci-'
A 1 ..

'fie mowledm and skills-perceived aspkceSiary for S'cie- :211141g.

-\ /
These cognitive competeneles were u' d as the focus for ,

---ir-Q.

stu4 since "they can be developed t rough.teacher'.train
, t

since they compriged the "bulk of aSableTresppnses." "

a,

k '
e4

,... ,_ , , , . ,- ,
e

.
. . ,.., -.-77,.,

During rbund two the second randomly selected sample` asked to
J,,.0 I f

identify . level i sling BlaoWs'nixo3omy of Cognitive Objectives for

eactvcompeency-statement. The tementswere "stripped:ol'terms"

which woul4tAnk\themio one of th leaxona .lc levels, namely know-
lit

..
r° / . .

,Ielige, oompretiengion, application, analysis, synthesis, and evalua--

tion.. A to 1 of. 45 of the.100 persbns sampld responded. Statements

ri5
. '

which were% i'consist:ently assigned a single taxonomic level were

.C4. wed frot-the study because such statements Would' be subiec: to .

'17,=. aterpretation by the total audience. After round two, 15

c,cnitive 'competencies rema ee

Dying round three the third randomlyselecte sample was provid,

the list of competencies which remained. /Eat -consisted of a title)

and one or more zompetency statementS.. Fifty-two persons responded'

and ranked. the competencies in orOer'Of their,perceived importanct e.

Findings

The majo7 finding t study as the ranking of the 15 comgeten-

("ciea after rounL three -f the tuay. The rank order was .determined

by the sums of :he ranicr, assi ned to each competency. Two separa-

tions in Vie ranking occurred.., he third and fourth-tompetenc es
,-

are separated :-:- 61 Dotnts, and*12 and:13 are separated by 78 points.

Hence it can be stated that the first three competencies' are.defi-
-

liteiy the most important with competencies 4 through 12 the next

importantrcompetencies 13 th ough 15.are least important.

16
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Alitrank order 04 'the competencies is ;as fellows:
zai L.

Id .

1) Proiltdesbfor humanly supportivek.e-viropment;

Z) Plans and otga4izes inetruction;)

t Posessesla sound science subject matter.beckgrounAP;
.N1 4, '' . A

4) Relates psycho- itifireal develolInent wfth the.%. learnii-of 6,

science subject natter; 4. . / .9 --,4

5), D4manstrates the abilitytto communicate effectively;
..

--^.

6), IncorporaAs effelctive laly;ratory\ activitieef into'
r ,

, ,,instruCtion;--

'417) ' eaches science
A

g eh6 ingu Tcess,. end,. discovery

approaches;-
,

f
.1 .

\8) Uses a variety of instructional4.7 trategies and techniques;.

.

. . a

Provides for individual,diffirences;

,
_

, '-,

10) Employs evaluation
.;

skills al6rocedures;
(,....

11) Employs effective classroom management techniques;
-44

.12) Relates science to so'!iety;

13) Possesses a knewledge of the higtory and rhilos,phy of
science and, of its Alcial implications;

14) Possesses a backzrou4d.in mathematics;/

15) Knowledgeable aoout ,7-1riousrience

!*

'The Kendall coefficilint of co_...:Ordance was computed "to detrmine th2

degree of consistencyAb- the ranking- of the 15 :cdjmpetencies. _A

rather low concordance, namely 0.23 (p4:0.:001) wasound. This

suggests a low dwee c consiste cy in the ranking by the third

sample. of reSpondents.

. InterpreMtions

Since the 15 competencies are similar to .those reporter using a con-

that "conventional wisdoe'has

need "validation in the classroom."

sensus, model, the authors rep

identified many skills that

The #uthors call for resea

to student achievement and

call for the development oaf

researchers to measure the de

straie the skills.

hat will relate teacher competencies

nt attitUde tdward science:- They

is h instruments which will permit

ee which science teachers can demon-;

'17
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,The.inveStigators report that may of th4ecognitive competencies,
cas

can becietlo4d in in- service or raduatAfoitaMS Furthors they

urgethat'lev4ral af'the competencies should become
. , .4 k N

ipecandary sCience,tdacher Ipiticationi Science
-/
teacher's

tel areastwill'enco age experimfttal'researchron
r

N

the focuSo for

-lompdtVnt in

teacher effec-

2
t

qv e.

-AY

OABSTRACTOR'S ANALYST Y ,-c

with input ftam significan: perce* ge ofa malor research asaaddid7
'\ 4 rw

ti en in science educ

necessa cqOPetenci

while c tribution.

This study represeAks itswdimensionn assessinempfor pompefescies

ation- :re ideni fication and ranking ofj15

es for ;teachers of secOndary science,iworth-

Theresdlts can be compared with other reports --

.12°171 t'es
g from creative sndeavors, panels Of-experts,. ovother

les4.plidective thians, The fact' that the results of the -study compar

faADrably with otheT atteimpts a: identiiyidg needed cothrzencies:for

science teachera.is reassuring. It also means'.that the study has

not resulted in any really new conceptual contributicns for science

educationt

'^}

The use of a modified Delphi techniqu, :Is of interest and a valtiable

methodological contribution. -4ng a significant number )f science

educators who are members of a researzn society such NARST is

desirable and affcirds some unt_cue possi":ilitieS for ci.&..sign and analy-

Some.opportunities for correcting concerns for reliability and

validity in such studies of per ceptions were not examined, however.

(N.

Several questions arise -from the manuscript, the design, the resilts,

the coeIusion4,
.

and'recormendations. Certainly there can be some

questiQns'raised concerning the assertion that NARST members are pri-
.

marily concerned. with fiher.education and that- significant numbers.
A

conduct research on Sher preparation. Their-depth.of understand-

ing of teachers and instruction Could be questioned as well. When

only Slishtly over half-of 300 randomly selected members chose to

A.
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rfspond,1 other quesfions cOncerninfhtfieir intertst,in _
teacher education, .

odepth"of Understanding, and !unique" suiabiiity for. this .kind of itudy'
..,..

-.,
. e 0 ,-. .

. K . , "4'
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'
The. authors' failed to capitalize fully-biPtheMOdified Delphi technique.

. They did not showhavit-he use of t ree separatilroupd'fbreach_phase'
.

isof the study maces reSules More generalizable. Ohenrrearly 50 per:

cent of the simple was lost in each phase 'the claimed. Iprevenition of

logs Gaf respondents dyer ounds" seems'like'aiquestionableadvantage,

A

At.

.

.
Wbuld not a g4oup -select d b cauge of

(
their specific involVement

4

in

7d-7.7-eaher.educ*tioh haVe been ketter choiee for r,eactabi sample? t..

teacher eduCation:?rganifaffon,(AETS) ", aggro associated -with funded

prOleCtaf 4;.*or,science!rfeacher. education (UPST d_group identif4d2
Vwith-promising Practices/could.perhaps have provided a better sample

' group for responding,.
,

The three, tasks asked the three sample groyps seem very divergent.

What is the advantage of having a grow generate 432 competencies?

Why another group icir classifying the gnitive levelsi How are,

the generation activity alidie classificatiOn activity related.to

the ranking-activity? Haw do we 'know that another simple of NARST

members would have generated the sameredtiltS? -And yet the findings

of th study,,represent a list of 1.competencies ix rank order:

a group of 52 NARST members. What would the 48 NARST members who

did not rank the competencies have done? This seems like a legiti-

mate question when. .13e degree of consistency from the 52 respondents

is so low. fs it really fair to comment, "One might -not. expect a

higher assbciation to be found anion 55 sets of rankings for 15

items " ?. Perhaps this la4 of consis ency deserves more attention.

Where were the differences? Who wereere t -67ple? How do their views

of teachers and instruction compare? Since it is assumed,NARST

members have a depthIf uaderstanding of essenVi&skiL157for

teachers of'secondary.school science is kt hecessarily.so that

this :'understandi"ng" is the some or even Aimilar?

IS this work'of the five-person panel of judges a desirable part of...

the research design? Would there not be more validity to using.

ti,ti
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,r
stb,tber (grOup of NARST ',members ? **(Why us

j

st

science coorditator, a
Jr

teacher, and a -student teacher, supervisot as a' panel of judges? What

. v 4 $

Was the.purpose of the tn.ree-d4tegory div hion that the judges pro--2,.

po e0? t, Since all was ignored exceOt for the9cdogni ve competeiVeh;
1

ld not the Studyathave started.at this point? , What losetAant by the
"

.0

tement that the cognitive compeiencie
)

usable, responses"? What is the4idence

jepsesenV,,"skikls which can be deyeloged

s,"combrIohed' the bulk of the

that ,,Ognifivd comPetincies
.

threkgh teacher tiadm4rne

as appsed to other cOmpelenies?
r

. '*
)

- .
o ?

'What made the author feel that .the responses in eaqh 'rank were repre-s
sertative of the perceptions of .tVte target population? Could nn a

C h C big made? What -about other NARST memberd?. What_, about

ponde ts? Was other information collectelon those choosfng to

respond?

%
4

The authors, contend that all competencies,Identified_ in% the. study
.-

"Should be considered by science educators in their research efforts
t

on sciende'teacheAr compete-are and science teacher effectiveness. "'.
4 r

What is the nature of °the' other dompetencies' that were 'proposed? f It

'is fine to state that all should be considered but what is the

rationale? This seems espedially strange when the authors. admit

-ghat -the 15 competencied are not all that different from a number

of other lists that have been generated 'in .other ways. Perhaps a

question, concerning the value of such global and general lists, could

be talsed. How does one do -research knowing that52/6iST'meMbers

.rated "provides for- a humanly supportive environment" as the- most

important. coglaitive competency fqt secondary science teachers?

A

Akter choosing' to dlassify'and. to rank.cOgnitiye competencies, the
authors condlude,that affedtive and persOnality,tharacteristics are

impOrtant vat4ables. -Perhaps this whole dimension should have been

omitted by definition ,pr it should have been developed thi6rte care..
,

fully. For example, what was the :nature Of domercompetendies in i!

thle categories-which were identified in round' one of the .study?
.
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0
To .c fiend that (the 15 cognitive competencies:tan be demaoped ins

-4.

extensiye inc.s fTvice oar r gcaduaieprogiams seems immat/ ei101. And ,

, .I

is,follow.ed with a sentence that
,

Agit af the 15 could became '

,
N.-

a focus'for a pre-service prograp!. Why eight? why, the focuqpai all?
s .

Bellause 52 NARST mebberg agreed Itl,Lrank thte
011

15 Statements?..: 4 ' '-

I .

The cloding sentente fers some question. Why will the proauction -;
,

. .

, ,, -..ru,

of newteach,ts who have the 15 competencies increase the

of experimental research 'on secon4a sciendsteacfler effectiOeness?
1

r.' 0 ,v
Tte=tat s,ionale .needs be expan d, explained, or v

4'441ito

Research coneerningpercepttons,of.prof

a.

.4',

A
-

ionals regarding teacher

tharacteristics remains interesting and valuable to a degree.

Flo much educational research; more precision and more specificity,is

needed... We need to know.the backgrounds,.the positions and the

'philosophies' of a given Of respondents :Wouldn't there be a

vast difference in the perceptions of a respondent who had been

involved with humAn relations anone who had not? Such differences

could exist and probably do for each of the 15 competency areas..

'We need more rationale -- a better 'f

Perhaps agreement as.tour' research.

is.fite- HoweVer, to be meaningful a d useful these must b'e better

defined and exemplified, To affect tea er education,-to influence
s

science teaching, we need to do more than to classify statements and

to rank general competencies as tolb;portance.

amework4t- from which to conduct

15 Or 25 general competencies

O
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BUtiOW, Johnjk. and Zahir Qureshi. "Science Teachers' Competencies:
:A. Practical Approach." Science Education, 62(1): 59-66, 1978,

Descriptors--*Educational_ Research; Performance Based
Educations *Performance Basedjeacher Education; Science
Education; *Science Teachers; Secondary Education; .

.

4. *Secondary SchoOl. Science; *Skills;'Teacher Education

Expanded. Abstract and Analysis, Prepared Especially for by
John P. Smith, UniVetsity of Washington: ,

Purpose

The purAbse of\this study by But2ow and Qureshi was to identify and

validate observable 'teaching competencies' for use in:the preparation

of 'prospective 'high school science teachers.

Rationale

In-the past decade, the growing demand by the public

teacher accountability fal-riven rise to attempts by

all levels.to identify teacher competencies that are

and valid.- The inveatigatois haVe stepped into this milieu in an

for greater

educators at

both demonsdabl:

effort to provide a substantial research-based footing Eor the.develop-

ment of teaching competencies appropriate far use in the education of. 4i

secondary school science teachers. Most of the effort to develop

competencies is being carried on widhin state departments of education,

teacher education institutions, and individual school' districts.'

While this effort is national in scope, it is highly. fragmented with

little,agteemSnt on what competencies to include lnd what to exclude

at the various stages of a teacherts development. In an attempt.to
4

go beyond the extent lists of competencies, the'investigators'.have

based the.development of theii proposed competencies ou the statements,'

rankingsi-And observed behavior of science teachers identified as

highly competent:.

22
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Research Design and Procedure

The-subjects wer6.21 high school science teachers Selected' by a strat-

ified random sampling of science teachers identified as being highly

Competent:by_a statewide (Maine) random sample .of 201 teachers.

Stratification was by county with'each stratum representing one of

the 16 counties in Maine.

The study was conducted in two parts. In part 1, each of. the 21 sub-

jects was questioned in an interview about their ideas of 4 "competent

high school science teacher." Competency, as used in the study, was

defined for the,snbSect by the interviewer. FoAowing the interview,

each subject was requested to rank order the list of competencies

he/ihe had developed during the interview. The audiotape recordinga

of the interviews were 'reviewed for additional competencies mentioned

but not-listed during the interview. .In cases where competencies were

Added to the .listS by the/investigators after a review of the audio-,

tapes, the-amended lists were returned to the respective teachers for

re-ralking of alliitems,

Finally,:a list of y generic competencies was de;/eloped by the inves-

tigatora from an analysis of transcripts of each of the 21 interviews; 4

The subjects in the stud were then asked to rank the 12 generic compe-:

tenCies. Kendall's CoeffiCient of Concordance (w) was used to calcuiate

-the inter-rater agreement of the rankings. The w value of 0,40 was

significant at the 0.01 level with a standard deviation of 48.12, A

X2 test was used,to determine whether there was a significant differ-
.

-eate,between the competency rankings. Compared against each other,

no significant differences werefound between the rankings of adjacent

competencies. The competencies are listed below in order from highest

to lowest rank,.

1. A teacher must know his/her subject and keep striving to
update his/h-t knowledge.

2. A.teacher mu t have a .good rapport with his/her students,

3. A teacher must recognize the individual academic abili-
ties of his/her students anir)ry to 'encourage each of_
these students. \

23
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4. A teacher must make his/her lessons interesting without
:wasting time.

' 5. Alteacher must be able to control dfscipline probleths in
°icier to protect the learning experience orhis/her students.

6. .A teacher must plan class lessons in advance with the idea
to present scientific concepts and ideas in an organized

and clear manner.

A teacher .must foster unbiased, independent and critical
thinking in his/her students.

8. A teacher, especially the one who is teaching low or
average ability students,-thgst relate the scientific
ideas he/she'is teaching to the/ daily life experiences
and the needs of the students.j.

9. A teacher must evaluate,'in a traditional or any er'

practical sense,- the academieprogx:esa.of his/he tudents.

and make the results available to them as soon as possible.,

10. A teacher must, appropriately, respond to the sudden diver-
sions of students' thoughts.:

11. A teacher must take appropriate actions and instruct
students about laboratory safety practices.

12. 'A teacher must fulfill his/her prOfessional responsibili
ties.

Part2of.the study was designed to identify "the extent to which these

teachers used these competencies..." Each of the 21 subjects was video-
,:

taped for 10720 minutes while teaching. Most Of-the videotapes were

made on the same day as the interview. Following the videotaping, the

investigators divided each of the 21 videotapes into'five-minute

segments. One.five-minute segment was randomly selected,from each

videotape for 'viewing by judges. A panel of 114 judges was asked to

View each of the 21 five- minute videoN3e segments and to rate the

competencieskisi4 a four-point scale of 1 (superior), 2 ( satisfactory

3 (poor demonstration), and 4 (no demonstration). The panel of judges

were all members of the New England Region of; the Association 'for the

Education of Teachers in Science (AETS). All ratings were made inde-

pendently by the judg The judges' ratings were used to validate

the competencies and a:, a basis for identifying a final listof compe-

tencies.

24
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Findings

Inter-rater agreement among the judges was calculated for each of the

12 competencies using Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance: w values

ranged from 0.24 to 0.77 and all were significant, at the 0.01 level.

Standard deViations_ranged from 8.94 to 15.82

.Chi- square was used to test the difference between the number of times

a competency was demonstrated versus ehe number.of times not demon-

strated.. Competencies1 (knowledgeof Subject)2.:(good rapport),' 4

(making lessons interesting), 5 (disCipline)_, and 6 (lesson'planning)

were all demonstrated at the 0.01 significance level.

. . "

Competencies 3 (individual abilities), 7. thinking.), .8

(relating ideas), and 12 (professional responsibilities) were non

significant at the 0.05 level.

Competencies 9 (evaluation) : 10 (respondidg to sudden diversions), and

11 (laboratory safety) were not demonstratedat the 0.01 signifiCance

level..

Interpretations

The investigatOrs found that a set of.highly.rated science teaching

competencies could be generated by experienced science teachers and
.

judged demonstrable during instruction. It is interestingto note

that' fkve of the six:highest rated competencies were judged as signi-

ficantly.demonstrated, whereas, three of(the four lowest rated Compe-

tencies were judged significantly not demonstrated. The investigators

concluded that pre-service and in-service training programs "should be

designed'to promote such. competencies as primary goals." An extended

.discription of each of the five validated competencies was included

in the conclusions.
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ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

the investigators are .to be commended for their effort to identify an

'important but manageable generic set of secondary school science,
-

,

'teaching competencies._ The teacher-generated list .reported in this
. r

study, however, is not-unique in that each of the 12 competencies'

indentified may be found in other such lists and is applicable, with

the possible .exception of laboratory. safetY,-tomany other areas :of

-instruction. One must decide, then, what this research contributes

-.to.the growing list of products of the nationwideeffort_to identify

fo'r both training and accountability purposes valid and demonstrable

tvlshingcOmpetericieS.- I would agree with the.investigaiors that we

will probably. never. a set of competencies appropriate for

all situations.

Since the identification of teaching competencies does not lend itself

readily to a research design,. one must examine With great care the

investigators' .method for generating the list oftcompetencies in order

to make somejudgment about their usefulyess.

Firsto the terms competency and validity occur frequently. the

N,reeeetch report and ar central tnthe study. -Mpetency, however,

is. rieverAe ined)fOrA*readar. ;that

competency was . dap he L-22 ,t44-cher8, int4?stiOw0-1;,;ntt4S

de6406**4.4'0t:''
uded '014 y as used in

-
this:Study,:wWfin defiped #4*4440 h4lfWay'thrOugh the

Results and-Ana1y*s,-.4ect Omp#tAgyrsignifiCant,demon-

strability by the%teachers 47 eci01. seqnqinv*blity. to be observed
.4-

by a panel ot judges."

(
Second, it is not clear just how the 21 teachers,were chosen nor

we know anything about the characteristics of the group, e:g.,

science subject areas, number of years'in teaching,'1arge scho

'small school, etc. Theiinvestigatort indicate that.the subje

be interviewed were selected, by a stratified random sampling

nique but they do not indicate the size of the group, from whi
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the 21 were selected if a larger group was nom ;nate by the nominat-

ing teachers. I can only infer that.such a group was ominated.since

the 21 teachers used jn the study represented a sample. Although

each of the 21 teachers interviewed was identified as being filighlyi

competent, the criteria upon which the nominations were based, if

other thin individual 4riteria, were not reported. The investigators

also, failed to make clear whether-the-201 randomly selected, teacher/
(s

noiinitorswere all science teachers.

Third,. the mechanics Of the.teacher interviews were not clear.' The

reader might reasonably'ask:
,

Who conducted the interviews?" "Were

' the interviews structured or unstructured ?" "What were-the criteria

for ranking the-competencies?" Since the final list of 12 generic

competencies was derived...from an analysis Of the 21 interviews and'

( 'submitted to the teachers for ranking, there is a question in my

mind-is to why the investigators bothered.with asking the teachers

to rank the self-generated preliminary competencies during the inter-

views. The criteria, for ranking the 12...generic competencies were not

reported by the Investigatora.

Fourth, it is not clear,how the judges whorated the videotapes were

selected;- but more importantly the investigators fail to report whether

the judges eceived any training in.identifying and rating the compe--

tenciei.. Cohsequently, one'does not knot.: the extent to which the. r

judges agreed about classroom exemplars of the competencies priOr.to

actually rating the videotapes.

Fifth, with regard to the vitieotaping, the investigators fail to report

whether the taping covered a variety-of 'settings, e.g., lecture, pre-

laboratory, laboratory, etc.., and place the lesson sequence, e.g.,.

beginning, middle, and end. If the 10-20 minute tapes were made only

at the beginning of a lesson and only of lectures, then one might

reasonably expect that some important science teachingcompetencies

would not be ddl6natrated.

Sixth, the procedure for rating the competencies is very sketchily

reported. The investigators do not indicate whether the judges viewed

t 27 ..k).
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the videotapes together ar Separately separately, was the order-,

of the tapes changed far each:viewer? u thermore, the unit of

analysis, e.g., time, sentence, phrase,letc., was not identified

for the raeder.

One must, also,. ask about the frequendy:countingprocedure used. The

investigators reported that the demonstration oftompetency:1,(know-.

ledge of the. subject) was rated as '?uperior 63 times, satisfactory

162.times, and poor,36 tithes: The investigators state, "In other-

words, the competency. was judged as demonstrated 261times (63+162+ ,

36 - 261).P::One:must ask if each of the ratings was .a discrete

instance of behaViorin whiCh case the observations could be summed,

or waa one judge's "superior" rating of a competency another judge's

"Satisfactory"? If the latter is the case, then, many observations

of a-competency,mayahave been counted more than ante which in turn

raises concern for the reliability of the raw data. Furtherthore,

hOw does one count 33 non-demonstrationaof,a behavior? How can one

count a competency 'if it is not demonstrated unless it'is made clear

to the rater that a certain behavior should occur under certain cir.

cumstances and.counted as a non-demorlstratian when it does not occur;

if this was chine, the invgstigators did riot say.so. In my opinion,

the reliability of the judges' ratings is quite.questionablee

Seventh, it, is eoreticallyillappropriate to use a ranking statistic,
_,-----7

i.e., Kendall's °efficient of Concordande, for measuring agreement

among judges' ratings.vvIn effect, the use of this statistic builds .

. fiAt high' number of ties where one has 14 judges, 12 competencies, k

If such a statistic is used,
..,

and only 4 possible rankings (ratings).

then, tke investigators are obligated to describe what happens to the
.

sampling dtstribution when a high number of ties are bAlt into the

matrix.

Finally, in reporting the results, competency 3 (individual abilities)

was left out in the initial discussion of the X
2
results but mentioned

1

later in a restatement of the findings.
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The investigstors have chosen aworthy,.albeit complex subject for

`their research but have confounded whatever might be of value by

_vague and incomplete reporting. I am especially concerned about the

reliability of the judges' ratings due to the possible, and I think

probable, lack of discreteness of each rating and the use of KendX's

Coefficient of Concordance to test inter-rater agreement. Therefore,

the statistical base for determining the validity of the competencies

(as defined:by the irivestigators) on which the investigators lhave..

built their case is highly questionable.. The competencies do have

face validity, however; in

the study have been rather

teacher educatioh programs

fact, the 12mOMpetencies identified in

commonly accepted objectives of science

for some time.

Finally,Y replication of this study would be impossible If One uSes,

-only this report.- Ill-defined. terms and vague research procedurgs

will Only lead to the production of similarly confOunding.resultS.

I
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L

,64t

Purpose

...

The purpose of these-studiN was to develop an' instrument, Anteded to

.iledsure inquiry atX des of secondary school science teachers-, and,.
] . ?,-

- a
Using this instrument, to nvestigate theeffeCt,Of curriculum usage

.

on.spience teacher. attitudes toward inquiry.

0tt It, was hypothesized that science, teachers *hb used "newr" ,progr'a'ms
(defined as BSCS, PSSC, HPP, CHEMS, CBA, and ESCP) would hold a mote

,

favorable attitude'toWard'an inquiry approach to science-teaching -

than science teachers who did not

hypOthesiZed that there would be

of years that the "new" -programs

their attitude toward an inquiry

Rationale.

use. these programs. It was further

a-reiationship betWeen the number

ha,'d,been used by these teachers and

ap roach to science teaching.
i

e

These studies assumed that ;tfi. ective implementation of the "new"

curricula required science teachers to use inquiry strategies.
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I

Studies were cited which indicated that there:were variations in

the implementation of these programS' inquiry-approth basd-.(Amos,
e

Dillon, Gagne, Parakh, Watson), that these variations were'often

flue to teachers' .personal traits and philosophies- (Black; Gallagher,

,11bnta & Ward, Sadler), that mere use of inquiry science curricula

did n t assure a Positive philosophy with regard to the:use,of

inquiry.strategies (Barnes, Gallagher, Mont ue.& Ward), that

training did positively effect teacher usev(B rnes Kochendorfer, .

:Ost), and that tkere warn relationship be6wee the amount of teach-

ing experienclk and' the effeCtive use o$.-these programs (Blankenship,

Barnes, kochendorfer). Most of thesestUdies were conducted.priot

to 1970.

1:search Design and Procd.dUre (Instrument evelopment)
a.

.The instrument, known as Inquiry-Science TesLChing Strategies (ISTS),

'was purpprted:to measure inquiry attitudes tifseCOndary_schoolj.

. science teachers.` Eighty -three items were initially developed with

referenCe to three areas: classroom teacher-Student interactiot
. *

laboratory inveStigations, and textbooks used. The iteills were

sected according to their relationship to inquiry.teadhing which

ed-Ss including §tudent.fOriatilat bn of, ptobleMs'ni.4' hypo-
-

_iheses, student designed-studies involving dara'collecrion and

.interpretations, and student acceptance of diffetent results for

discussion aria interpretation ina learning 'environmentwheAithe

student is actively participating and the teacher is student.-

"oriented rather than subject-oriented.

Half the statements were positively worded regarding inq4ry, the

others negatively worded, and they were set up using a typical five-

int Likert scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree.

Procedures involving a panel of judges (seven professors of science

cation) and a group of 30 secondary school science teachers

reduced the.instrument,to a total of 40 items and established its',

content validity.
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-Construct validity was established by the technique of known groups

by obtaining mean scores from five groups to whoM the instrument

was administered.

Group 1:

Group 2 :.

Group 3:

Group'4:

Group 5:

54.-
U

7 Professors of science 'eduOtions

16 Graduate students in science education

47 Inservice secondary science teachers
haVing had a:41/2 day workshop. in inquiry

methcds

44 Preservice secondary science teachers in
theirjirst day of class in the Methods
Course .:411:.

735 Secondary science teacherS'from-various
cities in Texas

. - .

Insk4iment reliability was computed using Ruderr-Richardson Formula

20, ielding alpha coefficients of internal consistency for each of

the groups..

Findings-- (Instrument bevel pment)

(

The mean scores on, the 'instrument by group were as follows! 1)

181:57, 2),160,68, 3) 146.82, 4) 145.40, 5) 143.274 The author's

stated that,'"ss is to be expect,ed when using this technique (of

known groups), the mean score of each group differed according to

the level of involvement in science educationi.e.i the more the

involvement, the higher the mean score."

Tests of significance between pairs of group means showed that-Group

1.differed significantly from Groups 2, 3, 4 and 5; Group 2 differed
art

significantly from'Groups.3, 4 and" S; and Groups 3, 4 and 5 did not

kdiffer significantly from each other.

Reliability (in alpha coefficients) was .54 and .48 for the first

two groups, and ranged from .69 to .85 for the latter three groups:
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Interpretations (Instrument Development%

1

`The authors4concluded that the-results support the use of ISTS in
1k

.--cletermittink:the inquiry dititudes-of secondary schOpl- science

teachers. They further suggested that ISIS madeposSible .a"corn

ison of-the-degree of acceptance of thetinquiryiapp lyby the

individual teacher in relation to known groUpS and could be used

'by supervisors:or methods course-instructors to recognize areas

in wbich teachers need help. This recOmmenclatio0was based.on the

construct validity 'ISTS and-the-high alpha coefficient (.85) fOr
4

Group -5, -the most heterogeneous population studied.

Research Design ane Procedure (Attitude Change)*

,Y.

The 1ST'S and a personal data form were distributed (by_dptrict

science supervisors) to an unstated number. of Texas secondary school

science teachers. A total of 507 responses were returned to the

supervisors for analysis. These teachers represented 30 Texas commun-

ities, and most setondiry school science subject and grade levels.

Findings (Attitude Change)

It was found that biology, chemistry, and earth science teachers

who us the "new" programs bad significantly more favorable atti-

tudes .tofbard inquiry strategies-than did teachers of those subjects

not using these programs. For physics and life science teachers

there was no significant diffArence between users ofmnew" programs

and those not using them.

When compared by years.of teach2lexpetience, experienced biology,

chemistry, and earth science teachers using "newy'programs had

significantl more favorable .attitudes toward inquiry strategies

than less xpefienced teachers ofthese subjsets. Nu signifi-

ssnt relations ,i0 was found for physicsteachers,'and there were
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not. enough life science teachers using "new " - programs to analyie:

by years' of teaching experience.

The author also analyzed the results on 10 specific lAgrp:(no

rationale provided for the selection) of tfie inventory, comparing

teachers usim"new" programs with non - users. Half of the selected

iikers_and non-Users.were significant. It was -also- found that the
.

degree of rejection of negative items was.lower than theegree

of acceptance of positive items. P

Coefficients of internalcOnsisOncy:of ISTS ranged froM

for users and froM .66 to .86 lbx.nOn7Usera.

Interpretations (Attitude Change).

The authorttated that "the results of this study show that secondary

science teachers who use new programsin their teaching activities

hive more favOrable'ettitudes toward inquiry strategies' than non- ,

users, and that'years.of experience in the use of new programs is

related:to more favorable attitudes toward inquiry strategies.
_ .

-110Vever, it seems that thWis not a. universal picture. There` is

no assurance that for-each particular element of an inquiry approach

willteachers ii111 hold-a
4favorable

attitude to the same degree. There

are no inquiry or noninquiry teachers. Neither.the use of-new

programs nor the length of time they are used assure proper inter-
,

pretation of the inquiry approach advocated by the prograMs. The

.results suggest that teachers need more trilining in specific com-

petencies of elements'ofl.nquiry activities....'r

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The attempt to develop an instrument-ldesigned to measure science

teachers' attitudes toward inquiry -is commendable.' Whether this

instrument measures this quality depends-upon what. is meant by

"attitude.", The authors, provide no definitiorf Of theirS and the
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reader is left with :hi /her own understanding,of that wprd.:-.For'

thiS,rel:dewer,fdefinition which hasheen found'ilSful is "the
4 .

difference"between knowing what to do and doing it." For example

(usingUe of the items frOm the ISTS), knoWng 'that "students

are o4en capable of designing valid experints" isdifferent

than being skillful:in structuring lessons involving student

designed expe ime both of these are differeht than-using

leasonsirolv StUdentfdesigned experiments.' It is in:the

lattetese th..t ()ire gains an insight into the teacher s.attitude,

regarding dent designed experiments.

Thus, whtn the authors write that "ISIS mares possible a comparison
kt

of th- degree of acceptance of the'inquiry approach;" it shouId:be- -
clear that what is meant is intellectual acceptande and not neces-

rily .cceptance in teaching practice. 'Further, when the author

states th tthe results suggest that teachers should have more!!
.....0° , i

trainint i ''specificcompetenciSs,'! one should note' that taining.

in a competency is:n the same as changing an attitude, although
,

the one might lead to t e other. (The research.results which, -

support the call-for More:training in specific competencies were
.

. .,.
not reported. inN the two papers reviewed.),

) .

.

The developMent of ble ISTS instrument and the interpretation of

its use would have been greatly enhanced had the authOr(s) examined,

the relationship of teacher scores to teacher practice., While'the

authors were Careful.to'4;elop the content and construct validity

of thar instrument, the most iMportan kind of validity for such

an instrument. is its predictive validity. With a high degree of

predictive validity, the user (and we readers) would have some

confidence in what the instrument vas really measuring, e.g. know

ledge about inquiry or practice involving the, use of inquirY; What

the obtained scores predict eoncgrning practice remains an unanswered

but _vital question.

r.

The title of the second article ("Does Use of Curriculum Change.

Teachers' Attitudes Toward Inquiry?") poses a 'question which is
.

?
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never.answered, and the research design used does not allow for,its

answer. The support for tthe h5rthesis that teachers (of only some

science subjects) who use "new" programs have more favorable atti-

tudes toward inquiry strategies does.not.necessarily mean that the

use of the "hew" programs 'caused any change in these'attitudes.

It is equally plausible that these teachers already had more

able and that these more favorable attitudes toward

inquiry influenced their selection of curricula, resulting in

their use of the "new" progreis.

As for the relationship between the number Of yearsof teaching

experience of users of "new" programs,and their more.favorable

attitudes toward inquiry strategies, this couidbeexplained in a

number of ways in addition to the author's assumption,that "teachers

who teach the new programs wi/lodevelop more favOrable attitudes

toward inquiry...." For example, it could be t longer users of

"new" programs had to have more favorable inquiry attitudes to

stick with the programs that long. Again, the author's findings

do not, necessarily Support his conclusiOns:

The author offers no-explanation for his:linding that biology

teachers' attitudes were significa ly different between users

and non-users, While for lifeciericeteacherS there was no signi-

ficant difference, or the finding of no difference. in attitude'for

? physics teachers, whether users or not. These "discrepant" find-

ings must be accounted for if one intends to build a generalizable

model regarding Science teachers' attitudes toward inquiry

strategies. (Perhaps the non-significant findings for physics

teachers could be accounted for by the fact that the initial

fromselection of the item pool was largely r biological sources.)

The assumption that 44 student teachers in their firSt day of clasS

in a science methods course have a higher level of involvement in

science dchication than 735. experienced Texas science teachers is

questidnable. Yet, the authors state that the higher mean score

fo the student teachers vis-a-vis experienced science teachers
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is. to be expected because of their greater. involvement, uPgn.

this assumption rests the determination of the instrument's:con-

struct Nftilidity. 4

The recommendation that ISTS bused 'as a diagnostid instrument in

which a science teacher supervisor looks at an individual teacher's

responses to individual,itemson the inventory and proposes assis:

tande in areas where attitudes arejciwer is an approach which few,

if anyll science supervisors would find workable unless an extra-

ordinary'supervisor-teacher relationship had been previously

established. Indeed, in these studiesJ.t might be asked to what

extent were.the responses (were they anonyMous?) affected by the

use of science.supervisor4 to distribute and collect the instruments?

Finally, for the author's.stated conclusions in the second paper

(quoted previously)it is left to the reader to interpret the

meaning of what is written, and to compare this with the findings

as cited.

4 .*

The'relationship of science teacherlattitude to practice is impor-
.

tant. Future researp should take into . account research already

done regarding teacher attitude and its measurement, much of it

generic in nature and not pert,Aining to science teachers per se.
A

Further, the predictive. validity of attitude measures must be

attended to by serious researchers in this area.
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Purpose

Barufaldi et al. investigated changes in attitudes held by preserviqe

elementary education .majors toward inquiry techniques that are used

as part of teaching strategieg for elementary school science programs.

Rationale

T

The investigators gave examples of inquiry skill development activities

for elementary school s ence programs and emphasize the role of

,teacher as stimulator. e research of Allen (1970), Bruce 4971)and

Smeraglio and. Honigman (1966) was cited in Support of behavioral

changes in children exposed to stimulating teachers. Although not

stated, the inference was made, that the direction of the teacher as

initiator of inquiry activities plays a significant role in causing

desired student behavior and therefore the attitude of the teacher

toward the mode of learning should be'known.

Research Design and Procedure

Barufaldi et al. conducted a pre- posttest investigation of attitude

change, using an elementary science methods course as intervening

treatment. The course was stated to be an exploration of facets of

modern elementary science programs. The variable being treated wasp

th set of Attitudes preiervice teachers held toward inquiry techniques.
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The researchers used.a previously modified form of the Inquiry Science

Teaching Strategies (ISTS)-as the test instrument. The ISTS is des-

cribed as containing 40 items, half stated'positively (inquiry

supporting) and half negatiVely. (non-inquiry supporting). Subjects

responded on a Likert-type scale to each statement. A possible score

of 200 is indicated. Previous validation yielded reliability scores

'of 0.41 and 0.83 by Program TESTAT (an item analysisl and a Cronbach

OC, coeffiCient of 0.96.

From an elective elementary science methods class of 146 students

(fall of'1973),_74 students were given the ISTS on the first day of

classes (pretest). and the last day of classes (posttest).

Mean scores for subjects and for. seven test.items were compared using

one-way analysis of variance. The it analysis was used to'check

consistency in:attitude change.

Findings
frs

The investigators found the ptetest mean score to be 146.14 and the

posttest mean score to be 155.41, a difference significant beyond the

0.01 level (F ratio 77.54).

Six of 'the seven items also showed changes significant beyond 0.,01 and

the seventh was significantly different'beyond the 0,02 level. The

researchers noted that change was evident in 13 of 20. items (65

percent)- in each of the positively and negatively expressed groups of

items,

Interpretations

The authors concluded that the subjects had more favorable attitudes.

toward inquiry strategies following completion of the course.
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ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

Many educational investigators seem bound by unfortunate research,

limits. Unyielig parameters also face the physicist who wants

to be free of earthly gravity. Nonetheless, all investigators should

strive for a purity of setting. The research should be true to .the

cause it addresses, and bias must be absent or recognized.

Educational investigators would seem to have more difficulty in over-
.

coming biases connected with the research-setting than A8' desirable.

The shortage of funds for ordinary research forces the choice between

ideal and:possible. What can'be done. is done'and sour grapes have to

be eaten. The results, however, may be open to too much, criticism

and yield too little that is fresh and useful. To-gr

research, topics may mean using-subjects at hand, e ther those who can

be perguaded to accept bertigntreatment,or those under the "control"

of the investigator. If the latter, they likely come with -certaA4

mental-sets, pret,ada-if note eceSsarilylioSitive. They may be aware

that part of the routine is c mpletion of'an answer sheet, and the

instructor happens to teach certain concepts that are within the

question-ansWer context of opening day. j

The foregoing is meant to be more realistic than cynical. For it is

held to be realistid that a response pattern is stimulated, Is likely

to be 'expected, and that self-selecting subjects will cooperate .so

that-concomitant testing will reveal the mental set. A negative or

neutral result, on the kther hand, would be an unwelcome outcome for

a teacher-investigator and an indiCation of the worth of his'methodo-
wit

logy.

The analysis need be little more'than shallow. Since the turn of the

century it has been shown that investigatiOns of classroom techniques

will yield'desired results regardless of the investigator, hismethod

of testing, and the methodology within his program of instruction.

Barufaldi et al. may be added to a long list.
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None of the parameters of the sxudy indicate alterations in concept,

methodology, or research design from previously repOrted studies.

Coiments made above about the setting of educational research deserve

more ETecific exploration here. Texts on research design caution

investigators about sample size and interpretations that flow from

research. The cautions,shoUld,be heeded, and possibly journals

should tighten their editorial policies to exclude the obvious and

the limited findings. There seems room for criticism with respect to
1

the research under review. At best, it seems that 74 selected

students (out of 146--no,explanation given) verebsuccessful in receiv-

ing the message that inquiry teaching strategies are "good" and

learnable,-or that the attitude set is.

MoSt.educators should not be surprised at,the outcome and'should

wonder what furthek research will folloW and why. It may be of mork

use to identify the non-learners or recalcitrant students and weed

them out of a program that requires inquiry skills -and allow their'

assignment to other roles in life.

Too many article (this may not be one)-flow from doctoral study,

bearing the names of several persons, reporting the obvious. It

may be time to stem the flow of reports. Even more dr atic would

be the upgradingf research in this area of investiga ion. Perhaps

attention could be diverted to the environmental factors that influ-

ence the successof graduates in implementing their positive atti,

tudes at the classroom level.
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Purpose

The first two authors'uf this article. developed a written format pack-

age to teach preservice and inservice elementary 46achershow' to use

inquiry and process- oriented behaviors during science instruction.

This studywas subsequently evaluating the effectiveness of the model--

-by: 1) cowering the trained teachers' ability to use process skills

as measured by paper /pencil.'test items with an untrained group;'uf

teachers, and 2) demonstrating a-- n increase in the use of indirect
-..,\

teachingipehaviors by the experimental (trained) Teachers,

Rationale

Cutbacks in funding for preservice and inservice training in science

education for elementary teachers raised the need foia print format

package of Instruction 00 accomplish the same goals. Few elementary

teachers are adequate y trained in science content, and fewer still

receive any special m thods instruction specific to the unique,affect
[MN.

and-processes required for effective science teaching. Thus the erd

of'the NSF institutes and money for consultants needed for reva4mping

science. instruction and eilhancing the content expertise of elementary

teachers repretented'anappropriate rationale for undertaking instru

tional developmene of the inquiry/process 'skills4apyage.
-,

The study is obviously an evaluation effort being reported' n4#r a

of:the lackage,rellearch label. If the results were used for revisio
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thenii4e rationale for the study would be strengthened as one of

formative research.

Research Design and Procedures

Aprel-post test quasi-experimental design was employed for the first.

0 question. The equivalence between the two groups of teachers was

Q determined only by pretest score's for criterion variables. Subjects

in the experimenfal group (N=.70) were enrolled in either preserviCe

or inservice science Methods training .while control subjects (N=32)

"were enrolled In a gene ral curriculum course.

e./

The instrument used to determine treateent effects for inquiry/process

skill attainment was aesigned by the developers using a modification '

.4. .

of theAAAS-Science Process MeasIure for Teachers, Form A. The modi-

fiedfied instrument has. a Cronbach alpha coefficient of.0.86 (N = 23) and
:,

a test-retest reliability Coefficient (with a-seven-week'interval) of

0.48 (N = 32). The,hand-scored process.skills tests based on a rater C,-\

protocol yielde akinterrater reliability of 0.98 (mistakenly reported

as intereter eliability).

The second question was addressed with a change score design using the

Instrument for the Analysis of Science Teching (LAST) Version 2 (Hall,

1972) to collect interaction data during the first twenty - minutes of.

each class. The first two authors served as observers and had inter-

observer reliability

Coefficient Pi) prior

treatment behavlors.i

oefficients of 0.82, 0.79 and 0.84 (Scott

to coding the experimental teachers' pre-
,

Teachers were obselved and then exposed.to the packaged instruction,

either singly or in small groups, and performed all the activities in
,f9

each un t. Upon completion of each unit, teachers were to modify the

activi es and present. them to their elementary students. No mention

was made of grade level assignment for these teachers, and it is assumed

that'dll grades were represented.
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Teachers"were observed and their interactive behavior again coded for

e#1unit. The de&elopersjrovided some unspecified form of ."help",
, A

in getting the teachers to use the inquiry' process during the first
,

. unit but this assistance was "faded out" during subseqUent units.

.

Outside of classroom teaching time, teachers spent frOm 18-24 hours

Interacting with the instructional.package. At no time did the

'clocalrol teachers read or interact with the materials, and, it is

assumed although not .specified, that the control group'did no

teaching of science or any other content are& before being posttested.

Before.anilyzing between group differences/on the skill achievement

question, the pretest scores were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA to

show equivalence on the nine process test scores. SiAe two 'tests

significantly differentiated the groups, thepre-posttest analysis

included a one-wayANOVA for the seven equivalent processItests, and

an analysis of covariance was used to compute the F value for the.-

other two.

Analysis of:the data collected by classroom observation yielded a series

of eight indices (five teacher behaviors 4nd three student behaviors).

Correlated t statistics were Use are pre-ana post treatment
. ,

behaviors.

Findings

The trained teachers Outperformed the control group (134.05) on five

process measures (observing, classifying, predicting, controlling

variables and the Comp

ring and identifyin

,although inferrin

the pretest. Wh

covariance wit

was also high

.cores were

e score). Measuring, communicating, infer-

variables were not different between groups

and identifying,variables had been different on

n the means were adjusted us g an analysis of

the pretests as covariates, the experimOhtal.group

r on'the process score for ,identifying variables"iGain

lso significantly greater for, the experimental group (p

(.05) on seven process skills (all except measuring and communicating).
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:Teacher behaviors which were significantly modified by treatment with

the inquiry package including lower ratio of closed to.open questions

and lower percentage of continuous lectures. The other behaviors were

unchanged.

A post hoc investigation of he questioning behavior using Gainer's

questioning categories (Nets 1969) yields data which wer.a.analyzed

with a correlated t statistic. This analysis vealed that,,after

interacting with the instructional package, the teachers reduced

M their use of Cognitive memory questions and significantly increased

their use of div,ergent questions.

a

Student behavior also?change significantly after their teachers had

studied the 'units. Students exhibited a significantly more positive

attitude towarei?ience instruction, were involved in a proportionally

greater amount of non--verbal activities and more peer interactions, as

measured by the interaction analysis instrument (MST v. 2). Addi-

tionally,

. -

correlated t statistics' appliedto pre And post treatment

data revealed significant increases in the frequency of student group

activities and peer interaction during both small group and total

class discussion.

Interpretations{

e authors suggest there'Were incongruities between the package

strategies andthe evaluation instrument; Fa' example, the package

emphasized creativity in devising measuring techniques while preci-

sion and accuracy were primary criteria on the test which resulted

in no significant gains in the treatment group's measuring skills.

The instructional package was judged effective and successful in

changing teacher behavior from lecture to inquiry mode.

If tea are to develop skill in teaching scientific processes

using an inquiry approach, they must receive specific instruction
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toward those goals. There is a real need for instructional packages

in print format such as this one.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The failure of the authors to sec the problem of inadequate science

instruction as not only one of inappropriate preparation ir4teaching

effectiveness .skills but.also one of inappropriate materials and

instructional strategics is evident in their design. With inquiry

oriented instructional materials and strategies, teachers will use an

inquiry/process oriented approach and will use more indirect behaviors,
,

askluore questions and have students who behave more independently a d

achieve higher over a long range of instruction (Egelston, 1971). ti

their design con41 group subjects were never allowed to teach the

content. It is therefore unknown if interaction with the instructional

package (treatment) accounts for the between group differences, or if,

teaching the content itself would affect, criterion Scores,

,

Missing information was the nature and extent of the assistance in

'0 using an incidiry approach provided in the first few units and then

"faded out." Indeed, this technical assistance could account for the

t

gain scores, behavior changes and between group differences. Documen-

tation of the necessary assistance would be the b'st formative evalua-

tionlor this'instructioaal package.

The report was well written and the study was thoroughly done. In

particular the post 10C questions revealed additional detail which

'helpedclarlfy the results.

9 7

It would have been helpful to know the authors' perceptions of the

limitationd of,thq category syStem. Other systems of interaction

analysis have been developed and,used in science classrooms, and

the. choice of the LAST should have some rationale.

47
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Finally, the implication that evaluation items for the criterion

variables did notmatch the strategies in the units Aeadithis

reviewer toadVocate revisions. -There'vas no indication that revi-

sions were planned.

N
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5. by

The purpose ofthis study was to determine the instructie5al priorities

which have emerged kn the implementation of the Israeli-BSCS Adaptation

Biology PrograM., The atitriors distributed a questionnaire to a random
,

sample of,...teacherg

the prioritie nd

practices.

II outlines

The first co

and another sample of their students to determine',

frequency of occurrence of nineselected instruc=-

Table I ligs;the instructions' practices and Table

he st dy and the various Comparisons which were utilized.

parison Involved the contrast' between how important the
4-4

teachers viewed the instructional practice (priority) with-their percep-

tion of just how frequently the practice was utilized., :1"11e second :

comparison involvAd the student's rating of each-practice with his or

her perception Of how frequently it occurred.: A third comparison con-
,

trasted the priority ratings of th-e teachers and those^ of the students.

iThefinal comparison involved-the contrast of the repotted 'relative'fre7

quency of,use of each practiFe by the teachersand their students. The

contrast between wheys important and how often it-occurred was the

central theme of the study.

Rationale

r

:This study is one of. severaOinterconnected Studies which examined the
.

'priorities whiCh emerged for teachers and their students. Previous

studies examined the expectations and the objectives of rand!' samples
,

II

of teadters and students. In a sense, it is the emerging methodOlOgies

( which are examined and analyzed.
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Research Design and Procedure

The study used a 22-item two-part questionnaire to obtain, the data.

The first paitof this instrument utilized a nine-item, five-point

Likert scale which asked the participants to indicate how important

they considered each of the instructional practices.

The second part of this instrument used a five-point scale which

required the participantto indicate'how often the'various practices

occurred in their .classrooms. For example both groups were asked how

important they felt field trips were in this course and then asked'how

often did they. go on such triPs'or utilize such trips for'homework

assignments.

The authors reported that the instrument had an alphi (Cronbach)

,,reliability which varied between r= .72 to .87 with the different

samples. A stratified random sample was used which included city

academic schools,*ral kibbutz schools and agriculturalAschoole.

QueStionnaireaweresentto 4-random sample of-80 teaCher4 Snd.66,

replied (82,perrCenfAretsponse rate). The authors.dlOo:a4ked the

teachers if they would administer the questionnaire to -their students:

Twenty-four teachers did comply with this request (36 percent response

rate) and a.'total f 624,tenth grade students (age 16 yeaft)tOmpletedJ'
'the'lueStionnaire.. 'Ohe.as4umption underlying this proceduitis that

e data from the 24 teachers can be generalized to the 66-teacher

sample. The authors did compare the results of the questionnaire of

.theSe 2.4 teachaiswith.the larger group and found no differences.

-. . . .

The stallsical method utiliZed in-this study'was a series of t -tests
i

between each sample's priority and frequency of occurrence for each of
(

the nine instructional practices.

Findings

.

..Students saw the text and its questio 4 and exercises as more impor-
. i

tant than di the teachers. The students also reported higher

,

.
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'. levels of use of these,Atems. In .terms of the tteete,.the

students rated the importance ofwthe text significantly higher

than the frequency of use. (Although both. ratings were in the

high range-)

2. For interviews and securing information from other sources,

teachers saw these activities as more important and occurring

more frequently. The disparity between the rated importance

and Occurrence of other sources was significantly higher for

both groups. Both groups prioritized thisIactivity but both

reported much lower levels of occurrence. The same finding

was found for students with interviews. They valued this

activity highly but experienced such interviews much less ire-
.

quently (.001 level).

3. Teacher found radio, television, lab and field trips more impor-

tant and had relatively higher levels of use than students. Both

groups indicated significantly higher priority levels for 'these

activities than actual occurrence.

4. Teachers rated original assignments and individual investigations

as more important and also indicated higher.levels of use. Botli,

groups had significantly higher levels of priority for individual

investigations than for its frequency of occurrence:

Interpretations

;.
The authors concluded that thedisparity etween teachers and

students'about classroom events was. expec ed and -was useful to

the IMplementation team.

The authors reported a high level of/Ase for many conventional

instructional practices despite the innovative nature of the

curriculum. \

3. Lab was berceived asvaluable and used frequently byhoth groups.
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4. The two practices involving originality and doing individual

assignments and did seem to have the level of 'occurrence that the

team expected. In fact, the low level of occurrence of these .--

items should have implications for the developers of this cultic-,

ulum.

.,-ABSTR#CTOR'S ANALYSIS

This study has several important strengths. First,'it is a serious

attempt to utilize formative evaluation in the large-scale implemen

tation of an innovative curriculum project. The study is one of

several done in comparing the perceived priorities of teachers and

students with their perceptions of the frequency of occurrence of

related Practices. Thus, the orities-whiCh.emerge are examined

both by the students and tlfeir teachers and both viewpoints area

contrasted. By doing several related studies it is possible to
N
use

each one as ,a point of, reference to the other and arrive at more

Useful conclusions.,

rt.

In terms of design, the study utiliZed a stratified random method'in

selecting the sample which has.to be a strength. The hors rejected

the use of the Flanders.observation/4stem because of the difficulty

in -using it with a large random sample. This prqcedure would)seem

tifiable particularly when they researcher is not concerned with

the affective climate of the dialogue.

4he weakness in,design which did emerge was the failure to utilize

control group or stratified series of control groups. Since the

authors were interested in the implementation at' three different

settings, then it would4have been profitable to have control groups

in each setting. Without such baseline data it is difficult to

judge the effects the new ,curriculum 'is' having. These effects are

one of 'the. primary reasons for conducting evaluation studies in the

first place. By using a control group design the authors would have

been able to compare, the prioritieS of theirsamples with samples of.



the traditional tenth grade biology classes. What if both groups'

priorities were the same? What if many of the practices turned out

to occur just as infrequently for both the traditional and the new

implemented curriculum?- Without a baseline for comparison, none of

these questions can be answered and it is not possible tisolate the

effects,of the implementation-process-.

Another design problem was the non = random nature of the student sample.

Sy aSking teachers to volunteer to test their students the authors''

could'not callthis sample a randomly selected one. In fact, the 3

percent response rate caused them to compare the teacheerscores of

.these 24 teachers, with the larger sample. Regap;ess of the negative

results of this comparison we can still not genetitlizithe student

results to the larger sample. with any ds ee of certitude. Theauthors
_,.

should have conducted a detailed analysis o why so few teachers cooper-'.:./

'ated. Did any one,o'f_the,three sublevels ve higher percentages of

respondents ?. The better way would have been to randOthly select stu-

dents and send the questionnaireSdirectly to them. This procedure

have resUltedin two.randA samples.

Another area closely'related to design con 'rns the instrument used

in this study. This two-part instrument Was developed from an

informal observation Of the "transactions" the team saw during the

imOlementation of -the program and also frot the types of'recommenda-
.

tions they made to the participating teachers. lhis procedute would

assure that-the instrument had some degree of content validity

(although the authors made .no such claim): The instrument could haiie

been strengthened by establiShing other types of validity: It does

seem, possible that the frequency of the nine practices could have

been observed in a small sample of ciassro6ms and actual tabulations

made of just how frequently each occurred. This data couldthen be

used with the data produced by the questionnaire for both teachers

and students. This procedure would isolate justhow accurate each

group's perCeptions were'of these classroom events,
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,What if students or teachers were inaccurate. by 20 or 30 percent?

it possible that the students were more accurate observers than the

teachers? Such data are important if we are to make conclusions in

relation to perceived priorities..

In terms of reliability,. the authors reported using an alpha. %liability

for each of their samples. This method of determining reliability

lly is performed on just one trial administration for each sample.

laauthors don't mention any other mechanis of determining the-

reliability of.the questionnaire.. One problem With using only the

tone administration for the subjects is that the individual's day-t

day variations are not considered. Such variations do occur or. many

types'of tests and are important to Control for in the construction Of

any instrument.. A test-retest method is frequently used to isolate

this factor. It could have been used to augment the alpha reliability

Which was used. By using the two procedures the authors would streng-

then their claimor developing an instrum nt which prodUced consistent

results,'

/Ow

Another, more serious problem concerns the selection of items fOr the

.tett. The authors don't mention any trial administration or. any item

,analysis' in establishing Lability of .each item'to distriminate.

In Part II most of the frequWcy data were based on just'one item.

Only three of.the practices used two items to determine the:frequency

of occurrence: Perhaps the frequency of each practice could have

been determined by<Several homogeneous items. It is interesting to

note that in one of the-three practices that contained two items

.:-there were no significant differences for one item and significant

differences for the other. If both items were supposed to isolate

the same practice, haw can such difference occur?

Another problem with the instrument was no mention in the research

report of the directiOns utilized' by the samples. These data are

always useful for a revtwer to analyze. This reviewer had a final

question about the difference between the affettive part of the test
to 43%



and the observational part. ',,In all the results the two parts are scaled

on the same point value bUt the question arises: Are the two value
4, .44

1

systems really equivalent? Can one real equateequate neutral impor ance to:
#

mime degree of frequency of one or more the practices? Perha s the

analyses should have remained separated for both parts of the test.

Despite these weaknesses the instrument is a blend of high inference

items (affective poAion) and low inference items (observational part).

Such a blendIngroteas first recommended byRosenshina et al. (1971) and

must be considered a strength:

In. summary, this report of a formative .evaluation study shows the. state

'of the dart of researchers in this area. The emerging priorities of any

curriculum are important items to isolate aiid measure. ffopefully more

and more school systems will utilize evaluation procedures to isolate

the effects.of each new iMplemented,curricula.
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V

,-purpose of this study was to examine the questioning styles of the
,

:4011r. high school biology texts-more frequently used for col ege-bound

13uz...4dents. Types of questions, including experiential and n experien-
-

jal,,frequency and placement of questions within the texts were com-

pared, For the ekperimental questions the kind of inquiry processes

elicited bythe questions was examined. The hypothesis was that there

would be no quantitative differences in the questioning, styles of the

four texts.

Rationale

r

A basic assumption is that questioning by either the teacher or the

text playa an.important role in eliciting inquiry behaviors if stu-

dents. Research indicates that the kinds of questions asked during

instruction determine the types of operations students perform.

Because many teachers rely heavily on the textbook as a program

guide, it is appropriate to examine the ability of in-text questions

to prompt student inquiry. The authors state that little or'nO

research has been focused on relating textbook questions to the pro-

cess of inquiry or to, science teaching in general. Studies examining,

questions.in,written materials have not been applied to ,commonly used

biOlogy textbooks.
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Research Design and Procedure

The texts Selected for the study(wece 1973 editions of the four 1116S7

widely used high school biology texts. for college preparatOry biology

classes. The texts Servel as the independent variables. The depen-

dent variables were the ratio of questionsto sentences per page and

the frequencies of types of questions tallied according to the Text-
...dr

.bOdkluestioning Strategies Assessment Instrument (TOSAI)Ideveloped

by the. Cooperative Teacher Preparation Project. A 10-percent random

sample of,pages from each text was studied. From each page aYratio

of questions to sentences and the mean number of questions wele com-

puted.
( 1

The questions were classified as experimentalor nonexperiential,

which required the:students to focus on phenomena not previously
.

I

experienced.. e.experigntial questions were classified as rhetori-

gal, direct in ormation, focusing, open-ended,and valuing. The non-.

experimental questions were identified according to the following

inquiring processes: observing, communicating, comparing,

organizing, experimenting, inferring and applying. Additionally,

the questions were examined by placement in the text: initiatory,

contextual, terminal and caption61.

For analysis the questioning styles and frequencies were converted
)

to percentages for easy comparison among the textbooks. Only-the

overall frequency of questions per page was statistically analyzed

for significance and this was done by t-test. All pairwise con-

trasts for the'four texts were tested. The particular questioning

styles of a given text were compared bu,t were not analyzed by

statistical tests.

The variables evaluated were frequency of experiential questions,

placement of questions, types of experiential questions and. patterns

related. to the science/learning 4OdessAUes.tions. Other differ-:
d

ences noted by the authors were placement of the laboratory-
, ,

.

investigations and the general distribution of questions within

the text. For example, the Modern Biology. text asked the most



.questionSidthe first few-"thapters. Interestingly, it.was noted
r

that the level of sentence complexity and reading difficulty were

similar for all the texts. except for the BSCS Blue Version which

was mofe complex.

Findings

Except for the t-test analysis of the

per pagi, all the results are observational rather than statistical.]

ratio ofi questions to sentences

The t-test results indicate, significant differences
- .

between al air.1,

wise contrasts of the four texts except for the Modern Biology versus

the BSCS Blue Version in which the difference was not significant.

With regard to the other variables
a

differences were noted. Comparing

-versus non - experimental questions,

examined, the following evaluative

the percentages of experiential

the BSCS Green Version (BSCS-GV)

has 71 perc experiential question; the Modern Biology (MB) 31

percent; B CS-Yellow Version (BSCS-YV) 52 percent; and'the BSCS Blue

Version (BSCS-BV) 58.percent.4vFor 'the placement of question the MB

text places the four categories about eveniyfiBSCS-GV has a high

number of captional questions and few teleminal questions. BSCS-YV

asks few terminal questions. All except the BSCS-GV place,questionsI

in context. Of the five types of experiential questions all texts

used focusing questions extensively. _MB asked the most rhetorical

questions and the least valuing.; BSCS-BV asked fewer direct infor-
.

nation questions than the other texts, but,more,open-ended and

indirect information queptions. Regarding the,process-type ques-

tions essenially-no observing quqstions and few organizing and- L

experimenting questions were asked. However, laboratory

investigations were not included in the study. Mo.t of the BSCS-GV,

process. questions involved connunicating and applying Wh ile the

BSCS-BV stressed inferring questions.
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Interpretations

a 4

1.Significant differences between the ratio of quest on to sentences'

were found for all t-test pairwise comparisons except for Modern

Biology versus BSCS Blue Version. The ratio of question to sentence

was highest Kfor BSCS Green Version follawed.b$ BSCS'YellowNersibn,-

BSCS Blue Version and Modern Biology.

The value of the particular questions pg patterns of each textbook j)f

is dependent upon the assumptions made about questioning. If examined

from a Piagetian focus, which indicates that direct and active exper-

ience is,-valuable to learning, the BSCS-GV would be most desirable

since it has the most experientially based questions. If asking a

high proportion of questions is important, then BSCS Greeri and Yellow

are valuable.

If the,positlbn of questions is a critical factor$ beginning or end

rather than contextual, then none of the texts is desirable.
1

'The ,
effect of captional questions (B$CS-GV). has not been' researched. All

texts ask a rather low number of "higher level questions" and .a1,1 are

relatively deficient in asking higher order inquiry-process questions...

If balance of types of process questions is'important, then again all
c

texts would rank low.

The authors express a need for more research to clarify the relative

values of certain types of questions. However, because questions

are,-considered to be stimuli to inquiry, it is-felt that examining

in-text,questions is a legitimate, but.neglected, basis for evaluat-

ing teXtbo8ks.
,

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This study provides an interestinvand useful addition to the. area of

research related to questioning-. .Although it is not-truly an experi-

mental study, Lowery and Leonard examine question types and patterns

i



that hiwe been dealt with experimentally in other. studies. 4. In partic--.

ular,they look at in-text questions in regard to que on type and to

position or plapement of questions ithin the written material as well

as the frequency of questions/to sentences per page. Research related,

to the former suggest thatit Mould be appropriate to examine the text-

book ant its relations4ip to the processes of inquiry.

Conceptually what this study might do is provide a framewor for iden7'

tifying research questions that would require further experimental

eAmination: Wheh discussing the implications of the study, die
J

w ty \
,authors defined the desirability of the four textsc'in accord/ince,.

with the assumptions of related 'questioning researth.. 'For example,
k'- ,

the ratement of questions res.4earch indicates that question's placed.

at the beginning or end of paragraphs have greater value to readeks

than those in. context and, therefore-, none of the texts is desirable

since.none plate their stions at. the beginning or the
,)

end-of para-

'graphs. These various assn ptions,rday provide a rationale:forfuture
. .

research issues, but extreme cautililliould be used if generalizations
ya.

,aremade that would bridge the gap between in -text questions and. ques,7

fiOning research that-dels with learningtoutcomes.-.Essentially.the

.questiOn of textbofk questions `and effective learning outcomes has nct

yet been7ask& expe*mentally.

E

-The contribution' of. study, is that it simply looks at an area of

questioning in frequent. use, i.e., The textbook, and provides some

baseline data. WHich is, in itself, necessary. It is time that someone

.looked at' questions, where and how they are as opposed to how they

should be. 1'

Because this was not actually an experimental study, in that it had

no -manipulated Variables, it had no experimental design. The cate-

gories for classifying questions were established and thequestions
-

were subsequently assigned to-the various categories and tabulated

for the four textbooks. The only statistical test employed was a t-

test for the pairwige comparison of. the ratio of questions to

sentences per page,forf.the four texts. 'Frequency tables mere:used

s.
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to report the tlesults'of types of
. .

_
4.

ing, etc.) :and kind of prOcess.of

organizing, ifferringwvtc.).

"Ruestions asked (rhetorical, focus=

learning Ruestiens (observing,

Thee authors make a case for not subjecting the diffetenct between

*categories to statistical analysis because of an assumption that'a

10 iprcentsampling is representative _of the whole textboolt.and, thus,

the. question of difference is an evaAuative judgment rather than a

statistical one. ,Thereis acme room for disagreement with'thp idea.

Any time a sample is uled rather thanth.whole population, there is

.thechance that it is not representative of the whole' population. The

reason for using a statistircal test to begin_with.is'to give the

researcher'an id df4how bigthat chargiCe mays' be.` The; authors stated
.

that the numbei- of questions in. the textbooks were concentrated- in

different sections. of the books and that the placement of concentra-

tion:variel amOxg the four textbooks. It then may not be-valid to

assume that the placement offilueStion types-is_neceasarily uniformly

spaced throughout the'texts."-'011 the contrary,. it would appear that

.a systematic approach for inserting questions into the textboOk was
. A

not usedo-at all, it necessary.to lqok differences

statistically as well as'eV luatiVely.

J
One other question that could beraised regarding, the statistiCalianaly-

sis concerns the use of pairwise t-test rather t an a one-way analysis

of variance. It would be interesting to know tvhe her or not the

differences found to be significant would hold up in cases where the

t value was Law in a slightly more rigorous teat.

The report was well written and was organized in away to answer the

basiciluestiqns usually asked of a research paper., The, authors did

not attempt to generalize beyond the findings which were appropriate

in light of the fact that most of the findings were not'subjected to

statistical, analysis. The value of thistudy-is that it seems to-be

the firseto examine the role of the textbook and its relation to the

processes of inquiry. Most studies of questioning have used specially

prepared materials and did not offer suggestions for textbook_
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applica4ion. . his study examines in-text questions fnd-asks how,the

research'coul ..be applied. al ,

, * -

r . t

Herein lies the suggestion for future research. The textbook questions

could be eirerimentally manipulated f examining effectivedas on

leirning odtcomes. It would be worth hile to know how 'the textbook

is used by the teacher to enhance, the learning process. ji textbooks

Are infrequently used; it might not matter about the types and number

of questions incorporated. However, if the text is central to the

inetructional process, the stion ol questionitig becomes very

important. lit would'be nice f writers and researchers to get

together to designtexts that would use'questions appropriately and

effectiyely.',
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